
W
ith this year drawing to a close
and 2010 fast approaching,
the anniversaries of two great
British institutions come into

alignment: Kew is rounding off its 250th
anniversary year, while next year will be 
the 350th anniversary of the Royal Society.
And it’s more than just a coincidence of
dates that unites them – their history is
pleated together through mutual endeav-
ours and shared visions. 

The Royal Society was founded ‘for the
improvement of naturall [sic] knowledge
by Experiment.’ Once a week, Fellows of
the Society met in the hope that exchanging

knowledge would create a more enlightened
and therefore better world. Today the Royal
Society is the national academy of science 
of the UK and Commonwealth, with the
mission to influence science policies, fund 
scientific research and
inspire interest in science.

Fellows of the Royal
Society, of which there are
currently more than 1,300,
are elected by their peers
for their scientific excel-
lence. For more than two centuries they
have encouraged and supported Kew’s
work, while many of the Gardens’ directors

have also been Fellows, including two who
also held the position of president of the
Royal Society at the same time.

In its early years, Kew’s greatest sup-
porter was the indefatigable Joseph Banks,

plant hunter, unofficial 
director of Kew from 1773
and president of the Royal
Society. Over a period of
half a century, Banks turned
the royal pleasure ground
into a scientific garden and

floral repository of the Empire. A wealthy
landowner, a celebrated explorer (he had
circumnavigated the globe with Captain
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Meeting of minds
As the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, and the Royal Society both celebrate
significant anniversaries, Andrea Wulf looks back at the long and often
interwoven history of these eminent scientific institutions 

President of the Royal
Society from 1778–
1820, Banks was also
Kew’s unofficial director

Inset below: Joseph
Banks’s nomination
for Fellowship was
approved in 1767

Over the past 350 years,
Royal Society Fellows
have included many Kew
directors and botanists
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Now located in Carlton
House Terrace, the
Royal Society elects 44
new Fellows every year
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For more than two
centuries the Royal
Society has encouraged
and supported Kew
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Cook on the Endeavour) and a ruthless net-
worker, Banks used his social, royal and
scientific connections to transform Kew
into the largest botanic garden in the world. 

During his 42-year presidency of the
Royal Society, Banks positioned himself at
the centre of science in Britain, and used his
influence to advance the progress of botany.
Attacked by some of his contemporaries for
being only a ‘feeble Amateur’ and for neg-
lecting more ‘important’ sciences at the
Royal Society, Banks did not, however,
waver in his single-minded pursuit.

Not only did he forge a strong connec-
tion between Kew and the Royal Society, he
also fostered a new generation of botanists
who would follow this vision. There was,
for example, the charming Daniel Solander
(the favourite pupil of Swedish botanist
Carl Linnaeus) who had accompanied
Banks on the Endeavour. Solander was a
genius taxonomist, ‘a philosophical gossip’
as one friend put it, and inevitably a Fellow
of the Royal Society. He classified the nat-
ural history objects in the British Museum,
acted as curator for Banks’s dried speci-
mens and helped to prepare Kew’s most
important publication in 1789, Hortus
Kewensis, a three-volume catalogue of all
plants cultivated in the Gardens at that time.

When Banks died in 1820, Kew and
British botany lost their greatest patron 
and visionary – the Royal Society shifted its
focus to other subjects and Kew fell into
decline. It would take two of Banks’s 
protégés (and Fellows of the Royal Society)
to rescue the Gardens: John Lindley and
William Jackson Hooker. When Lindley was
asked, in 1838, to report on the conditions
of the Gardens he found them, a colleague
reported, ‘in excel-
lent wretchedness’.

Nurtured by Banks’s ideas of science,
botany and the Empire, Lindley then 
recommended that Kew should be made
into a national botanic garden with a
herbarium and library. 

Three years later, in 1841, Hooker took
over as the new director and by the time he
died in 1865 the Gardens had come to
resemble what we see today, complete with

Palm House, Waterlily House, most of the
Temperate House and the first herbarium
in Hunter House on Kew Green.

The connection with the Royal Society
remained strong, but it was another man
holding both of the key positions – director
of Kew and president of the Royal Society –
who would finally cement Kew’s position 
as a scientific institution, though not with-
out a struggle. Hooker’s son Joseph Dalton
Hooker was a gifted botanist and like Banks
travelled the world in search of plants – his
expedition to the Himalayas, for instance,
kick-started the rhododendron craze in
Britain. Hooker junior became director of
Kew in 1865 and continued to fight for Kew’s
scientific remit. Whenever he had problems
with the public, who wanted to use Kew sim-
ply as a park (those ‘swarms of nursery maids
and children’, as Hooker once said), or MPs,
who wanted to cut expenditure, he rallied
his scientific friends and Fellows in support.

In the early 1870s, Kew’s role in scientific
endeavour and research was threatened once
again. Acton Smee Ayrton, first commis-
sioner of the Office of Works – the body
that funded the Gardens – wanted to trans-
form Kew into a public pleasure ground.
When he discredited Hooker’s scientific

achievements and undermined his authority,
Britain’s scientific elite petitioned the prime
minister, William Gladstone. Politicians
should know, one wrote to Hooker, ‘that
men of science can use a sledge hammer.’ 

Hooker, however, became so frustrated
that he considered resigning, because, he
wrote to one of his Royal Society friends, 
‘I have no stomach for this sort of worry.’ In
response, many distinguished Fellows includ-
ing Charles Darwin and Charles Lyell wrote to
Gladstone warning that Hooker’s resigna-
tion would be ‘a calamity to English Science,
and a scandal to the English Government.’ 

In the end the scientists were victorious
and Hooker remained director. And, as if to
confirm his scientific eminence in the midst
of this turbulent period for Kew, Hooker
was elected president of the Royal Society
in 1873 – once again putting the reins of 
science into the hands of a botanist.

Banks and Solander
(left to right) were
eminent botanists and
long-standing friends 

Joseph Hooker turned
Kew into the garden it
is today – with its vistas
and Temperate House

Far left: in 1838 John
Lindley’s report on
Kew helped save it
from ‘dismemberment’

Left: many Fellows gave
Joseph Hooker valuable
support in his fight to
keep Kew’s scientific role

Hooker blocked greater
public access, fearing it
would jeopardise Kew’s
future as a botanic garden

Today the links between the two institu-
tions might not be as tightly interwoven as
under Banks or Hooker, but the connec-
tions remain strong. Often this works on 
an individual basis when Fellows of the
Royal Society support particular Kew pro-
jects or goals, for example former president
Lord Robert May long supported Kew’s
conservation work. 

This December, Kew’s director Profes-
sor Stephen Hopper will speak at the Royal
Society about the importance of botany
and the long association between the two
institutions, as the final instalment in 
Kew’s 250th anniversary lecture series.
Mark Chase, the keeper of the Jodrell Lab-
oratory, is currently the only Fellow of the
Royal Society on Kew’s staff, but, he says,
‘there is a good deal of discussion about
developing broader areas of co-operation,
particularly on climate change, the value 

of biodiversity and conservation’ with the 
goal of influencing government policies in 
these areas together. 

Institutions such as Kew and the Royal
Society may have been around for a long
time, but they continue to strive to prove
their worth in bringing science to the fore
in many fields, for the benefit of all. And
long may such partnerships continue. n

Andrea Wulf is a garden historian and author of
The Brother Gardeners – botany, empire and the
birth of an obsession, available in Kew shops, £8.99

Stephen Hopper presents his lecture Science Not
Stamp Collecting – the importance of botany from
1759 to 2059 at the Royal Society on 1 December 
at 6.30pm. Entry is free. The lecture will also be
available online, either live on the night or from 
4 December. Go to royalsociety.org for further details
and for information on the 350th anniversary
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